The group of measure preserving transformations of the unit interval equipped with the weak topology is an absolute retract, hence is homeomorphic to a separable Hubert space.
Introduction
Let H denote the group of all measurable bijections on the unit interval 7 = [0, 1 ] preserving the Lebesgue measure. We identity / = g iff |{f€ [0,l] :/(/)5É*(<)}| = 0.
Here \A\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of A in 7 .
The group 77 will be endowed with the weak topology, that is, the topology induced by the family of pseudometrics {dA : A is a measurable subset of I}, where dA(f, g) = \f(A)Ag(A)\ forf,geH.
Several topological properties of the group 77 have been discovered. For instance, it is shown that 77 is a separable complete metrizable group [H] and is contractible [K, D] . Let 77* denote the subgroup of 77 consisting of all piecewise continuous transformations. Dobrowolski [D] proved that if 77 is an AR then (H, H*) is homeomorphic to (/2, //) ; here f2 denotes the Hubert space of all square summable sequences of real numbers and // = {x = (xn) e 4 : xn = 0 for almost all n e N}. Dobrowolski [D] conjectured that 77 is an AR. The purpose of this note is to show that this conjecture is true. Namely, we are going to establish the following 1.1. Theorem. 77 is an AR.
As shown by Dobrowolski [D] our result provides a complete description of the topological property of 77 .
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is taken from [N] , where it was shown that the space M(X) of all measurable functions from 7 into a metric space X equipped with the topology of convergence in measure is an AR for any metric space X. As in [N] the proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a characterization of ANR-spaces established by the author [N] . To apply the ANR-space characterization [N] we shall establish in §2 several auxiliary lemmas, notation, and conventions. This is the first step toward the proof of the main result. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in §3. In fact the result we prove in §3 is somewhat more general than Theorem 1.1. As a consequence, we also find a subgroup G of 77 for which (77, G) is homeomorphic to (Z , /J).
Lemmas, conventions and notation
In this section we shall establish several simple facts and introduce some notation and conventions which will be used later. First we show 2.1. Lemma. Let A, B be measurable subsets of I. Then To prove (ii) we observe
The lemma is demonstrated.
To pave the way for the proof of Theorem 1.1 we shall introduce some notation and conventions.
If zc = {#,}"=0 is a partition of I we always assume that a0 = 0 < ax < < an = 1 . If nx = {a;}"=0 and n2 = {¿,}™0 are partitions of 7 then we denote We say that f e H is a simple transformation iff there is a partition n = {a(}"=0 such that f\. a . is a standard function for every z = 0, ... , zz -1.
In this case we write fA.it and we denote fA.it iff /i.7r and /~ A.n.
We use the following notation: G = the subgroup of 77 consisting of all simple transformations.
For every f e G we denote n(f) = the smallest partition of 7 such that fA-it(f) .
We need the following lemma.
Lemma. G is dense in 77.
Proof. Given f e H, e > 0, and a measurable set A c 7, we shall show that there exists g e G such that dA(f, g) < e . To begin, we take disjoint intervals [al, b¡) This proves the lemma.
Let it = {û,}"=0 be a partition of I. We write A < it iff A is a union of finite intervals of the form [a¡, a¡+¡ ), i e {0, ... , n -1} . If f e G we write f±A iff/|r , and f~l\," " i are standard functions for every [a, a-¡) c A .
(Note that A < it = {û,}"=0 .)
Given f, g e G such that fAjt and g±7r . For every a e [0, 1 ] we define na{f, g) by the formula
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2.3. Lemma. Assume that fAjt and gA.it. Then (ii) If A < it and h±A then
The straightforward proof of Lemma 2.3 is left to the reader.
2.4. Remark. Let us note that Lemma 2.3 does not hold true without the assumptions that fA.it, gA.it, h-LA , and A < it.
To apply the ANR-space characterization [N] for proving Theorem 1.1 we shall introduce a compatible metric d for the group 77.
For every zz e N we denote dn(f,g)=Ed<o(n,l)(f>g) forf,geH, where co(n, i) = [i2~" , (i + 1)2"") for i = 0, ... , 2" -I . Obviously dn(f, g) < 2 for every /, g e 77.
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that dn < dm for every n < m . We put
Clearly d is a metric on 77. We show 2.5. Lemma, d is a compatible metric on 77.
Proof. It suffices to show that if dn(fk , f) -» 0 as k -» co for every zz e N, then dA (fk , f) -> 0 for every measurable set A c I. Given e > 0, we select 77j c 7 , i -I, ... , m , such that:
(2) 77. is of the form [n{2~" , (n;+ 1)2"") for i -I, ... , m where zz,e{0,...,2"-l};
(3) zz is chosen so large that \AAB\ < \e , where 77 = \JT=x B¡ ■ Since dn(fk, f) -> 0 as k -> oo there is a zc0 e N such that dn(fk , f) < \e for every k > k0. Whence from (3) and from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we get dA{fk'f)<\z + dB(fk,f) <je + dn(fk,f)<e for every k > kQ. The lemma is proved.
In the sequence we shall consider the group 77 with the metric d defined by (1). The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the following characterization of ANR-spaces.
Let {%/n} be a sequence of open covers of a metric space X and let ^ = Id K ■ By ■#(%) we denote the nerve of ^ . We write K < {%n} iff AT is a subcomplex of JA(%) and every simplex o e K is contained in <2¿n u ^ , for some zz e N. We let n(a) = max{zz: o c ^U^+1}.
We shall use the following 2.6. Theorem [N] . /4 separable metric space X e ANR if and only if there exists a sequence of open covers %n of X such that for any locally finite simplicial complex K -< {%fn} and for any selection f:K->X (i.e., f(V)eV for every V e K ) there is a map g: K -> X such that for any sequence {ok} ofsimplices of K with n(ok) -♦ oo as k -► oo we have S(ak) = sup{d(f(V), g(x)):Veo°k,xeak}^0.
Proof of the main result
Now we are already in a position to prove Theorem 1.1. We shall establish the following more general result.
3.1. Theorem. G is an ANR for any subset G of H containing G.
Since 77 and G are contractible, see [D] , from Theorem 3.1 and from the proof of [D, Theorem 2] of Dobrowolski, we obtain
Corollary. (H, G) is homeomorphic to (/2 , f2).
Related to Corollary 3.2 we ask 3.3. Question. Is there a subgroup S of H such that (H, S, G) = (l2, l2 , l2) or (77, S, 77*) = (l2, l°2 , l{) where l"2 = {x = (x") e l2: E"i("^)2 < °°}?
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We shall show that G satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.6.
Take a sequence {^} of open covers of G such that diam V < 2~" for every V e%n. Let K < [{%/"} be a locally finite simplicial complex and let f:K -► G be a selection. Using Lemma 2.2 we can choose a map g0:
where «(F) = max{zz: V e %n}. For each simplex o e K let A(a) denote the set of all vertices of simplices of K containing a as a face. From the local finiteness of K it follows that A(a) is finite for every o e K .
We shall define inductively a sequence of maps gk : K{ ' -► G with the following properties: (5) gk\K(k~V) = gk_x for every k > 1 ;
(6) for every a e K{k) there is an zz e N such that gk(oUA(o)) c Gn, where C7n = {/ e G: there exits a partition re = {û,-}™n of 7 with m < n such that /±zr} ;
for every er g /f( , for every zz e g0(A(o)) and for every x eo we have
Clearly g0 satisfies conditions (6) and (7). Assume that gk_x has been defined with the properties (5)-(7). We define gk: K ^ G as follows: For each a e K{ ' let c be an interior point of o . We put gk(c) = g0(V), where F is a vertex of a . Note that for every x e a , x ^ c, there exists a unique a e [0, 1] and yea (the boundary of a ) such that x = ac + (1 -a)y . By the inductive assumption there is an zz0 e N such that [J{^_i(cr' U j4(<t')): a is a face of o } c Gn .
Choose m > nQ such that
Let n = zrmVzr(^(c))v^(^_1(y)), where itm = {/2 }i=0 and define gk (x) by the formula gk(x) = na(gk(c), gk_x(y)). It is easy to see that gk is continuous. Obviously gk satisfies conditions (5) and (6). We shall verify (7). Denote
is not a standard function for some z e A(o) u {y}}. < max{d(h,g0(V)): V e a0} + (l -2k)diamg0(o°).
Consequently condition (7) holds. Finally we define g: K -> G by the formula g(x) = lim gk(x) for every x e K .
Ä-»oo
Condition (7) shows that g satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.6. Therefore
GeANR.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Since the unit interval 7 with Lebesgue measure is measure isomorphic with any complete separable metric equipped with its Borel measure, Theorem 1.1 remains true if 7 is replaced by any such metric space.
